
Stamped Designs Backyard Wren Cards 

 
 
Hello Card 
NOTE:  This card was colored with watercolor paints.  The paints used in the sample is from 
Elizabeth Craft Designs 

1. Watercolor the bird pieces and the branch pieces.  Assemble the bird and branch as 
shown. 

2. Apply some ink (TH Distress Brushed Corduroy used in sample) to the ivory woodgrain 
paper to create some shadow.  Splatter some brown watercolor paint onto the 
background from a paintbrush – allow to dry. 

3. Layer the woodgrain piece to the dark brown piece, then to the base card. 
4. Attach the branch to the base card with wet glue – apply glue only to the stem of the 

branch.  Attach the bird as shown with foam squares. 
 
Happy Birthday Card 
Copic markers used:  E41, RV32/34, YR23/24/27, T9 (eye), YG01/03/05, E57/59 

1. Color the bird pieces and the branch with the Copic markers listed or the coloring 
medium of your choice.  Assemble the bird as shown. 

2. Attach the branch to the wood paper as shown with wet glue – applying glue only to the 
center branch.  Trim off excess from the sides.  Layer this to the black piece, then to the 
front of the base card. 

3. Attach the bird with foam squares as shown. 
4. Attach the birthday words with wet glue, as shown. 

 
Blue Wren on Branch Card 
Copic markers used:  W0/2/4/6/8, B95/97/99, G20/21/24, E57/59, RV00/02 

1. Color the bird, flower and branch with the Copic markers listed or the coloring medium 
of your choice.  Assemble the flower and the bird with wet glue. 

2. Layer the light blue piece to the dark brown piece, then to the base card. 
3. Attach the branch to the base card with wet glue – apply glue only to the stem piece. 



Stamped Designs Backyard Wren Cards 

4. Attach the bird and the flower with foam squares as shown. 
5. Scatter the sequins and attach with wet glue. 


